“I used to believe in abortion, but now
after what you’ve shown us today I
see I was wrong. I want to be prolife now!”
-Lindsay, a high school student who
attended my pro-life presentation at Deer Valley High
School this year.

Dear Family and Friends,
Impacting students like Lindsay is the
reason I have been involved in pro-life
work throughout Arizona for the past
5 years.
From hosting seminars to creating
pro-life films, I have sought to
lovingly change people’s hearts and
minds about abortion.

Abortion is a personal issue for me
because I have had to forgive my
mother for aborting my older brother.
So I am always frustrated when
conversations
about this issue
alienate those
who have
experienced
abortion, or
cause people to
senselessly argue
and hurt one
another’s
feelings.
That is why in February 2009 I plan
to move to Wichita, Kansas to join
Justice for All (JFA), a national prolife organization whose mission is to

train thousands to make abortion
unthinkable for millions, one student
at a time.
JFA travels the
country training
hundreds of
volunteers each
year to present
their large photo
exhibit to public
university
communities.

Me at JFA’s 2008 CA Outreach

JFA’s exhibit
(pictured below at the Arizona State
University campus) depicts images of
unborn children before and after
abortion.
Then JFA staff and trained
volunteers (up to 200 per campus!)
respectfully dialogue with students on
campus about abortion. I have
already volunteered in nine JFA

university outreaches where I
witnessed gracious dialogue transform
hearts and minds.
Imagine training thousands of
students across the nation to be
pro-life ambassadors, who in a loving,
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Christ-like way show
students both the
inhumanity of abortion as
well as God’s love and
forgiveness!

“...I saw the [Justice For All]
exhibit at the University of
North Texas, one month
before I got pregnant with
Nicholas.
Nick (left) could have easily
been an abortion photo on your
exhibit.

JFA’s approach is the most
effective pro-life training
and presentation program I
have ever experienced.

God…used [the JFA] exhibit
and my pregnancy to get mine
and Nicholas' father's
attention in a BIG way.

By training students, who
will in turn train other
students, who will then
train even more people, I
believe we will unlock the
key to ending abortion in
America!
In addition, my expertise in
video production will help JFA create
virtual exhibits that will prayerfully
expand their reach a hundred-fold!
I’m convinced through JFA’s efforts
that thousands of students can be
trained each year to defend the
unborn, and hundreds of thousands
can be challenged not only with the
reality of abortion, but also the love
of Christ!
In order to accomplish these goals, I
need to assemble a team of at least
100 people who will pray and give
between $5 and $100 each month to
support my work with Justice for All.
I need total commitments of $2,500
each month by February 2009 to
participate in JFA’s spring ‘09 campus
training and outreach events.

Nick is the lover of my
soul...and I love him too -- SO
MUCH! All things are possible
through Christ, who
strengthens us!
—email from Nick’s mother,
8/16/2006

Would you please consider joining
my team and offering your prayers
and financial support to help me to
save unborn children and their
families from abortion?
I will be calling you in a few days to
gauge your interest in helping me join
other young people across the nation
to rebuild a Culture of Life. I look
forward to speaking with you about
this exciting opportunity.

Sincerely,

Trent Horn
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